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Back Home: The Journey of Remembering

1. Visitors and guests enjoy artwork at the exhibit's opening reception
2. Artists Harry Clean, Ari Glass, and Gavin Amos share words at the opening reception
3. Textiles and clothing are incorporated into the installation
4. Artists: Harry Clean (L), Gavin Amos (C), Ari Glass (R)
5. (L to R) Ari Glass, Harry Clean, Gavin Amos of Paradise Avenue Souf
6. The installation incorporates a floor-to-ceiling hanging projection map
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7. Main exhibit text from the exhibit
8. A mural produced by PAS after the murder of George Floyd
9. Artifacts collected and artwork produced during the artists’ multi-country journey
10. Artifacts collected and artwork produced during the artists’ multi-country journey

11. Detail of a painting produced by PAS for the exhibit
12. Detail of a painting produced by PAS for the exhibit
13. Side-by-side of two paintings viewable in the exhibit
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